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Once upon a time, President
Donald Trump was against
attacking Syria merely on
grounds that its dictator
is a murderously bad
guy — despite numerous
chemical attacks on civilians
in opposition-occupied and
-contested areas that had
been blamed on Syrian
dictator Bashar Hafez al-Assad.
Almost exactly a year ago, a sarin gas attack
spurred President Trump to order a cruise
missile strike on the Syrian airstrip where it was
alleged the Assad regime sent those planes
to drop weaponized chemicals on innocent
populations. The strike was widely characterized

Trump cries “witch hunt!” but
I wonder if the Deep State
may not be trying to wag the
wolf this time around.
as “Donald Trump’s most dramatic military order
since becoming president.”
Since then, after another reported gassing
— this time “chlorine”; this time a hospital as
target — the drumbeat for war has gotten
louder, despite Russia’s stern warning that
there would be “grave repercussions” were the
U.S. to attack its ally again.
Whoops and war cries even from the anti-

Trump media.
But as Tucker Carlson argues, there are still
legitimate disputes about previous gas attacks
— about who really perpetrated them, and
the uncertainty of proclaiming Assad the
malefactor in the most recent one.*
Meanwhile, the FBI raided Trump’s personal
attorney Michael Cohen’s offices. The
rationale? Apparently unrelated to the
“Russia investigation.” Instead, it is about
“campaign finance law” — that is, the paid-off
pornstar issue.
In the 1990s, we called Bill Clinton’s bombing
of a “chemical weapons” factory in Africa —
on the very same day that Monica Lewinsky
testified before a grand jury about her affair
with the president — “wag the dog.”
Trump cries “witch hunt!” but I wonder if the
Deep State may not be trying to wag the wolf
this time around.
This is Common Sense. I’m Paul Jacob.
* News stories about atrocities have been faked before in
the Middle East — remember the hospital baby-murder
story in Kuwait? “Both” sides in Syria are known to possess
chemical weapons.
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